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Abstract-Conventional CMOS charge-pump circuits have
some current mismatch problems. The current mismatch T
induces a phase offset which deteriorates the performance of Up
PLLs or DLLs. This paper investigates causes of current |D
mismatch of conventional CMOS charge-pump and proposes Jr l P
new charge-pump circuits to reduce the current mismatch. The Vpb [up
DLL with proposed charge-pump is simulated in a 0.181tm T CP-OUT
CMOS process. VbiJ 9 Idn

I. INTRODUCTION L]

When a DLL is designed, one of important issues is the DnI
perfect locking of a DLL. One of blocks that interfere the
perfect locking is a charge-pump because a charge-pump Figure 1. The conventioanl charge-pump circuit.
affects the control voltage of delay-cells.

The current mismatch arises from many causes. The Vds. The process variation also influences the current
current mismatch is induced by charge sharing [1], the Ids mismatch as shown in Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c). In Figure
current (drain-source current) variation due to changes of the 2 the (typical-typical) means pMOS-nMOS. The difference
Vds (drain-source voltage) and the process variation. This of Ids between PI and NI is larger at the s-f (slow-fast)
paper focuses on the Ids current variation and the process condition and the f-s (fast-slow) condition than at the t-t
variation. (typical-typical) condition.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. The section II The reason why this current mismatch induces a phase
shows the conventional charge-pump and explains causes of offset is shown in Figure 3. For example, if the pMOS-
a phase offset in DLLs with a conventional charge-pump. In nMOS process is s-f and a DLL is locked at a certain control
the section III and IV, proposed charge-pumps to reduce the voltage (Vctri) not the cross point, a phase offset exists
current mismatch are presented and the method that between a reference clock and a DLL output clock. Figure
proposed circuits decrease the difference of currents is 3(b) shows the phase offset. If the Jup and the Idn are the
explained. The section III and IV show the simulation results same, the difference of phase is reduced by increasing the
and the conclusion. control voltage of delay-cells. But the current mismatch

between the Jup and the Idn induces the constant phase offset.
In Figure 3(c), Al and A2 have the same area. If the Jcp_s is
the smaller current between the Idn and the Jup,

Figure 1 shows a general structure of conventional
charge-pump. In Figure 1, if charge-pump bias voltages Vpb Al Jdn-Jup x reset time (1)
and Vnb remain constant, the ideal Jup and Idn current is the A2 = Jcp s X Phase Offset (2)
same. But even if bias voltages are constant, the Jup and Idn
is not always the same. Causes of this current mismatch are Phase Offset = IJdn-Jup)l X (Reset time) / Jcp_s (3)
shown in Figure 2. The Ids graphs of the PI and NI of The reset time means the time to avoid a dead band of a
Figure 1 are the same as Figure 2(a). Generally, the Ids in the ret i a the _a n
saturation region is not fixed but changed by the variation of phase detector [2]. As reset time is constant, the phase offset

is decided by (Jdn-Jup) and Jcp_s. That is, when the
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 4. The proposed charge-pump (TYPE-1).
Figure 3. The cause of a phase offset. (a) A current mismatch at s-f

process. (b) The phase difference between the reference clock and the DLL (lup)
out. (c) The current mismatch of the conventional charge-pump. Ids kPMO.S ldn) IdsA Ids

MOS PMOS NMOS
PMOS NMOSdifference between the lup and the Idn is large and the Jcp_s u/ ...

is small, a phase offset is larger. To reduce the phase offset, /. mismatchin /
the lcp_s must be increased or the difference between the Jdn
and the Jup be reduced. But the Jcp_s may not be increased (fast-slow) CP-OUT (fast-slow) CP-OUT (fast-slow) CP-OUT
intentionally for the stability of DLL circuits, so it is very (a) (b) (c)
important to reduce the current mismatch (Idn-Jup).

Figure 5. Ids graph of charge-pump with compensator circuits. (a)
III. PROPOSED CHARGE-PUMP (TYPE- 1) conventional charge-pump. (b) with compensator circuit 1. (c) with

compensator circuit 1 and 2.
Figure 4 shows the proposed charge-pump (TYPE-1).

The proposed charge-pump consists of the charge-pump and CP-OUT
circuits compensating for current mismatch due to the Control-voltage Bias-Voltage
process variation and the Vds variation. In Figure 4 the of delay cells (Vp-bias decrease)
compensator circuit 1 reduces the current mismatch by 1 2 3 4 5
moving the cross point of the Jup and the Idn to the half-vdd
as shown in Figure 5(b). Because when the cross-point is VH------- --

near the half-vdd, the overall current mismatch due to Vds
variation is reduced. As simply applying the compensator Half-VDD .-............- ------ .
circuit 1, a phase offset is reduced greatly. In Figure 4,
capacitors at the compensator circuit 1 function to maintain VL-
the Vpb and the Vnb constant without variation. If charge-

fa

pump bias voltages (Vpb, Vnb) vary, the jitter can appear. M Frequency
OFRI -_ OFR5The compensator 2 reduces the current mismatch due to OFR2 O

the Vds (CP-OUT) variation as shown in Figure 5(c). If the OFR3 _ _
OFR4 4

CP-OUT is smaller than the half-vdd, the Jup is larger than OFR: Operating Frequency Range
the Idn in Figure 5(b). The compensator circuit 2 in Figure 4
reduces this current mismatch. The Vpb increases by the Figure 6. The change of bias-voltage of delay-cells for making the
compensator circuit 2 and the increment of the Vpb decreases constant half-vdd CP-OUT.
the Jup. The compensator circuit 1 also controls so as to be
the same the decreasing Jup and the Idn. The proposed In TYPE-1, charge-pump bias voltages are controlled to
charge-pump (TYPE-i) reduces the current mismatch of the equalize the Iup and the Jdn. If the CP-OUT is always the
charge-pump by controlling charge-pump biasing voltage half-vdd (cross point of Figure 5(b)), theIJup and theIJdn are
Vpb and Vnb. the same and the current mismatch of a charge-pump is

perfectly solved. However if the CP-OUT does not change,
IV. PROPOSED CHARGE-PUMP (TYPE-2) the DLL may be not locked. To solve this problem, the new

approach is needed. By preserving the control-voltage as the
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Figure 7. The DLL block and circuits of blocks. (b)
Figure 9. The graph ofCP-OUT and Vp-bias when DLLs are locked. (a)
The DLL with conventional charge-pump. (c) The DLL with proposed

I---------------------------.charge-pump (TYPE-2).

__-------------------------- ----------------------------------- TYPE-2 the compensator circuit 1 compensatesfor the
:pn|half-7 T current mismatch due to the process variation as the

compensator circuit 1 in Figure 4. The bias-control circuit in
comparator Figure 8 varies the bias-voltage of delay-cells according to

; MVpb qValf-vd K ,' .comparator the variation of CP-OUT This changed bias-voltage shifts
the operating frequency range and equalizes the CP-OUT

Vbiamrl ctP:PsO< V < I 4¢h<, and the half-vdd.

FVn. mrj T . # |. Figure 9 shows the graph of the CP-OUT and the Vp-bias
according to the phase difference between the reference
clock and the DLL out. The phase difference at Cl in Figure
9(a) and the phase difference at PI in Figure 9(b) are the

-------------bias-control-ciri--.----- same. But the phase difference at C2 and P2 is different. The
conventional charge-pump reference clock leads the DLL out at C2, while the DLL out

compensator circuit 1 leads the reference clock at P2. The reason why the DLL out

leads the reference clock is the decrease of Vp-bias. Even if
Figure 8. The proposed charge-pump (TYPE-2). the CP-OUI at C2 and the CP-OUT at P2 are the same, since

the bias-voltage of delay-cells decreases at P2, the delay-
half-vdd and changing the bias-voltage of delay-cells, the cells' delay at P2 is shorter than the delay of delay-cells that
phase offset problem in DLLS may be solved, have the constant bias-voltage. The phase offset exists at the

Figure 6 presents the method that the CP-OUT constantly DLL out with conventional charge-pump when the DLL is
maintains the half-vdd by changing the operating frequency locked. Because the CP-OUT is larger than the half-vdd and
range. In Figure 6, there are three cases (OFR,VH) the CP-OUT induces the current mismatch due to the Vds
(OFR2,Half- VDD) and (OFR3, VL) at the frequency fa. variation. That is, the DLL with conventional charge-pump
When the operating frequency range of a DLL is OFR1 or is locked at (OFRJ, VH) in Figure 6, while the DLL with
OFR3, the CP-OUT is VH or VL. The CP-OUT of VH or VL proposed charge-pump (TYPE-2) is locked at (OFR2,Half-
induces the current mismatch. The solution for this current VDD).
mismatch is to change the operating frequency range of a
DLL by alternating the bias-voltage of delay-cells. V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Figure 7 shows the DLL structure and blocks ofthe DLL. Proposed charge-pumps are simulated in a 0.18pm
The DLL structure is conventional and delay-cells have 4 CMOS process. The structure of the used DLL is
inputs. To use the proposed charge-pump (TYPE-2), bias- conventional as shown in Figure 7. As (1) presents, a phase
voltages (Vp-bias, Vn-bias) is not fixed but changed. offset is in proportion to JIdn-Jup / Jcp_s. In Figure 10 the

conventional charge-pump has the value (JIdn-Jup / Jcp_s) of
Figure 8 shows the proposed charge-pump (TYPE-2)- 0.066 (t-t), 0.16 (s-f) and 0.16 (f-s). In case ofthe proposed

The proposed charge-pump (TYPE-2) consists of a charge- charge-pump (TYPE-i), the value (JIdn-Jupl / Jeps) is 0. 016
pump, compensator circuit 1 and bias-control circuit. In the
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UA UA (t-t), 0.02 (s-f), and 0.016 (f-s). The phase offset is reduced
15 T-T 151 T-T about 1/4-1/10 times by using the proposed charge-pump

(TYPE-1). Of course, as the CP-OUT varies, the value (Jldn-
Mismatch = 886n Mi atch = 18 A Jupl / Jcp_s) may change. As the CP-OUT is near 0.3V or

p_s = 13.4uA ,Is = 11.02u 1 .5V, the effect to reduce a phase offset is larger.
Idn

aS |W- >Figure 11 presents graphs of DLLs' output. Both DLLs
... .......... ...... * ...... ..... ........ * A v W.. fi . v

0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 with proposed charge-pumps (TYPE-I and TYPE-2) present
UA UA

W
F-S the reduced phase offset. In Figure 11(a) the frequency of

9 uP ( -Idn 9 reference clock is 2-GHz. The phase offset of 38-ps is the

MI$match = 1.17uA sr atch = 144 error of about 8% in the DLL with the input frequency of 2-
_

/Mi7natch;1.47uA, I XIco_s =7.32uA GHz. Figure 11(b) shows a phase offset of DLL's output
Iup I Idn with the input frequency 1-GHz. The output of the DLL with

the conventional charge-pump presents 30-ps phase offset,
0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 V.3 .6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 however a phase offset almost does not exist at the output of

UA UA the DLL with the proposed charge-pump (TYPE-2). Figure
25 lup S-F 25 S-F 11(c) shows graphs of the CP-OUT and the Vp-bias. The
7=32 CP-OUT graph of the DLL with the constant Vp-biasMis natch = 3. Mism ch A increases when the DLL is locked, while The CP-OUT graph

,cp_s = 19.7uA Icp = 5.4uA of the DLL with the proposed bias-control circuit in Figure 8
. .W11 , \E R Idn maintains the half-vdd when the DLL is locked.

f= w t~~~~~vk =w xv
0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 VI. CONCLUSION

(a) (b) This paper focuses on a phase offset due to the current
Figure 10. The current mismatch of conventional charge-pump and mismatch of a charge-pump. Although the current of charge-
proposed charge-pump (TYPE-1) due to the process variation. (a) The pump is regarded as the constant, actually the charge-pump
conventional charge-pump. (b) The proposed charge-pump (TYPE-1). current is not always constant. The current varies owing to

the change of the CP-OUT, the process variation or both.
CLK=2-GHz, F-F process This change of current induces the current mismatch and

V Conventional V Proposed (TYPE-1)V Conventional V Proposed (TYPE-I) finally a phase offset. To solve this phase offset problem,1.811.8i( l 0 ll gnew charge-pumps (TYPE-1 and TYPE-2) are presented.
Both charge-pumps are not influenced by the process

0.9 variation. The difference between two charge-pumps is a
Ph Offse 38ps P seO t=Ops method that compensates the current mismatch due to the

change of Vds (CP OUT). The TYPE-I equalizes the lup and
time

()
time the Idn by controlling charge-pump's bias-voltages

( ) (Vpb, Vnb), while the TYPE-2 maintains the constant CP-
CLK=1-GHz, F-S process

18V Conventional 18 Proposed (TYPE-2) OUT (half-vdd) by controlling bias-voltages of delay-cells.
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Figure 1 1. The output of DLLs. (a) conventional and TYPE-i1. (b)
conventional and TYPE-2. (c) The graph of CP-OUT and Vp-bias
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